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The date stone on the Summer Saloon bears the inscription, "Leonard 
Summer 1879." The building was erected as an adjunct to Summer's 
brewery which occupies the back portion of the lot.

The building has a stone false front made of red sandstone taken 
from quarries near Red Hill Pass. Except for the front exterior, the 
building is relatively simple. This was built as a one room structure 
with a high ceiling; the interioa walls were plaster applied to the 
interior surface of the stones. Doors were placed in the center of 
both side walls and the rear wall. The only windows were placed on 
the front.

The building is single detached, rectangular, one story (false- 
front), and has no basement. The main facade appears as cut stone, 
broken course, but upon close examination an interesting detail is 
revealled. Rough, basically uncut, stones were laid to form the 
walls. A tinted mortar was used to hide most of the wide seams and 
rough edges. White, untinted cement was then shaped into straight m 
ridges meeting at right angles, simulating the mortar between "cut" 
stones. Less attention or care was devoted to the other facades, m 
and the surface in some places becomes so irregular as to almost 
appear as random rubble. Squared, undulating course rubble probably 
best describes the facades other than the front. The texture of the 
walls is largely natural; the mortar, however, was effectively used 
to help provide a smoother, more tooled appearance.

The main facade features three bays, pier and spandrel, the top 
of which is an entablature with a plain frieze. Capping the false 
front is a wood box cornice which was damaged by a storm in 1969. 
The cornice suffered heavy damage, with many of the facing boards 
being shattered beyond repair. Some of the brackets were also 
broken. The date stone is just beneath the cornice in the center 
of the facade. The original roof is flat or nearly so; that 
condition surely posed problems at this altitute (10,000 feet), 
and subsequent roofs built upon the original have provided some 
slope from front to back.

The single sash windows are fixed, and the rest on plain recessed 
panels. The bases are cut red sandstone lugsills. The center-placed 
double doers have two panels; the upper panels have nine small lights, 
and the lower panels are plain recessed panels. Above the doors is 
first a fixed light spanning both doors, and above that is a two- 
paned, hinged transom. The main door architrave is plain.
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

The Summer Saloon was built by Leonard Summer in the late 1870s on 
the front of the same lot where stood his brewery. Summer was one of at 
least four Summer brothers, all of whom apparently spent some time in 
the area. There is some dispute about the history of the Summers, but 
it seems to be accepted that Leonard was born in Austria Ln 1838 and 
came to the United States in 1866. In the late 1860s he lived in 
Dubuque, Iowa, for about two years, learning the brewery business. He 
then moved to Colorado and lived in Empire for about three years.

According to the Park County Deed Record, on May 21, 1873, Leonard 
Summer and a partner bought the land where the saloon and brewery now 
stand for $732.50. At that time the lot was improved by a log structure 
which the deed does not further describe. Leonard, and perhaps one 
brother, Charles, set up a brewery which was lost in the "Great Fire 
of 1873." To date we have been unable to date precisely the erection 
of the stone brewery, but construction must have begun fairly soon after 
the fire. We do know that by 1876 Leonard is operating a brewery and 
that his brother, Joseph, was operating a saloon across Front Street. 
The Summer Saloon was built shortly thereafter and, it would appear, 
contributed to the demise of Joseph's saloon.

The names of the Summer brothers appear frequently in the Deed Records 
in the 1870s, and Leonard in particular has been creditted with the 
erection of several buildings in Fairplay between 1873 and the end of 
the century.

The Summer Saloon and the Brewery today constitute the two most 
impressive buildings in restored South Park City. Restoration work 
on both is on-going as funds permit, and neither at this time is being 
utilized to illustrate its original purpose. The brewery is currently 
our general museum; the Summer Saloon holds an exhibit of late nineteenth- 
century womens fashions, and the back portion of the building has been 
partitioned off to house public restrooms and provide some storage and 
maintenance space. Interior restoration of the Summer Saloon is a 
high priority for the museum.

According to a March, 1974, appraisal made by the Park County assessor's 
office, the land which holds the Summer Saloon is valued at $15,000, and 
the saloon itself is valued at $4,640. The building is presently owned 
by the South Park Historical Foundation, Inc., whose goal is to maintain 
and to restore the building as a critical part of restored South Park 
City,
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Ronald V. Adkins, Executive Director
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As the designated State Liaison Officer for the Na 

tional Historic Preservation Act of 1966 (Public Law 

89-665), I hereby nominate this property for inclusion 

in the National Register and certify that it has been 

evaluated according to the c-iteria and procedures set 

forth by the National Park Service. The recommended 

level of significance of this nomination is:

National State Q Local ]SJ*

I hereby certify that this property is included in the 

National Register. _ . .'_.."

Director, Office of Archeology and Historic Preservation
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